ACTIVITY 1

Reproducible Master

ROAD TRIP!

In The Addams Family 2 , everyone’s favorite spooky family hits the road
in search of adventure and family bonding.
Directions: Read each mysterious clue below, then use the Word B ank to
match it with the must-see destination the family visits during their
travels. Write your answer on the line.
WORD BANK
Niagara Falls
Sleepy Hollow

Las Vegas

Death Valley

Grand Canyon

Cities of the Dead

1 . Clue: This colorful, enormous national park has been carved out over millions of years. Located in the
southwest, it is deep enough to fit 19 Statues of Liberty stacked on top of each other.
________________________________
2 . Clue: More than 41 million people visit this high-energy city each year. Located in Nevada’s Mojave Desert,
it is home to many of the country’s tallest hotels. Its millions of lights make it the brightest spot on Earth.
________________________________
3. Clue: This natural wonder sits on the border between the United States and Canada. Visitors can ride an
elevator down 175 feet into a gorge to experience its roaring, tropical storm-like conditions up-close from
an observation deck.
________________________________
4. Clue: Halloween-lovers flock to this village, located 25 miles north of New York City. It’s filled with
gothic mansions and super-old cemeteries and is the famous setting for a ghostly tale featuring the
Headless Horseman.
________________________________
5. Clue: This crumbling final resting place in New Orleans features above-ground
burial vaults stacked on top of one another. Established in 1789, it is the oldest
cemetery in the city and is known for being the most haunted.
________________________________
6. Clue: This desert and national park is the hottest place on Earth. Summer
temperatures often top 120 degrees Fahrenheit! The landscape features a massive
crater over 600 feet deep and half a mile wide.
________________________________
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Attention Families! Learn more about the unusual road trip adventure
in The Addams Family 2, coming to theaters on October 1, 2021!
And visit ymiclassroom.com/theaddamsfamily2 with your child for
downloadable photo frames to make your own family memories!

